Find the Missing Word
Find the missing word to finish these sentences.
other

mother

brother

nothing

Monday

money

cover

honey

discover

wonder

1. The postman opened the letter box but there was 				
there.

in

2. My big 					 collects football cards.
3. “Oh no! I have forgotten my 					,” the man said as he
reached into his pocket.
4. I 					 why the world is round.
5. Every 					 morning at school, we start the day with a song.
6. “The 					 reason I don’t want to go swimming is that my
ear hurts,” Kaden moaned.
The next two sentences have two words missing.
7. The zookeeper was happy to 					 the panda he looked
after was going to be a 					.
8. For breakfast, I like to 				 my toast in butter and 			
Yum!

.

Challenge Task

Draw a picture to go with what is happening in each sentence.
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Find the Missing Word Answers
Find the missing word to finish these sentences.
other

mother

brother

nothing

Monday

money

cover

honey

discover

wonder

1. The postman opened the letter box but there was nothing in there.
2. My big brother collects football cards.
3. “Oh no! I have forgotten my money,” the man said as he reached into his
pocket.
4. I wonder why the world is round.
5. Every Monday morning at school, we start the day with a song.
6. “The other reason I don’t want to go swimming is that my ear hurts,” Kaden
moaned.
The next two sentences have two words missing.
7. The zookeeper was happy to discover the panda he looked after was going
to be a mother.
8. For breakfast, I like to cover my toast in butter and honey. Yum!

Challenge Task

Draw a picture to go with what is happening in each sentence.
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